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Motivation

• It is not known when and how the solar wind started to blow. There are
evidences that it existed on the geological time scale and will continue to exist
even during crossing of dense galactic arms by the Sun in future.

• The Hayashi phase (beginning of convection) or the ignition of the
thermonuclear burning could be an evolutionary benchmark in this respect, but
details are not elaborated.

• It is often assumed as plausible (but not proven) in available macroscopic and
kinetic plasma theories that the solar wind exists because of the hot and dense
corona with high pressure of gas and magnetic fields from one side near the
Sun and rarefied low density, low temperature and low magnetic fields in the
interstellar medium surrounding the Sun from the other side.

• Nevertheless, all these conditions are compatible both with inflow (accretion)
and outflow (breeze and wind) branches of the same quasi steady politropic
model solution of the Bernoulli equation without jumps as considered by
Bondi (1952) and Parker (1957). Twice eroded problem.



Governing MHD equations with dissipation and radiation
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Eroded problem

• The solution of the quadratic equation is twice eroded and can only
depict, but not predict the situation, which is totally prescribed by
initial and boundary conditions at the star and in the interstellar
medium around it.

• The definitive answers to the posed questions can be found only based
on time dependent theories and observations. The magnetic, thermal
and gravitational pumping of the material in the atmosphere of the star
can proceed (and observed indeed) in both directions – away from the
star and towards the star along finite (convective) or infinite
(outflow/inflow) trajectories in kinetic or fluid approximations.
Microphysical, macro-physical and global processes on the Sun and
sun-like stars are non-locally and non-linearly coupled in a
complicated way described by dimensionless scaling based on
dissipative MHD and plasma kinetic equations with radiation.



Solar type stars without solar wind?

• The question about possible existence of solar-like stars
with accretion of the plasma will be addressed. This
possibility does not contradict any physical laws. Such
objects should be searched on the sky with Doppler EUV
measurements.

• The work was supported by the grants RFBR 07-02-00147,
06-05-64500, NSh-1255.2008.2. It is also fulfilled as a part
of the Programs of the Russian Academy of Sciences:
“Origin and evolution of stars and galaxies” (P-04), “Solar
activity and physical processes in the Sun-Earth system”
(P-16, Part 3) and “Plasma processes in the Solar system
(OFN-16).



Our suggestion

• Observe solar type stars

• Measure EUV spectral line profiles of
Hydrogen like ions

• Doppler shifts (red and blue)

• Velocities of plasma motions?



First in situ measurements of the solar wind flux.

Seminal works by K.I Gringauz and his

coworkers. 1959
• Gringauz, K. I.; Kurt, V. G.; Moroz, V. I.; Shklovskii, I. S. Results of Observations

of Charged Particles Observed Out to R = 100, 000 km, with the Aid of Charged-Particle
Traps on Soviet Space Rockets, Astronomicheskii Zhurnal, Vol. 37, p.716, 1960
(Translated in English: Soviet Astronomy, Vol. 4, p.680, 1961)

• Gringauz, K. I.; Kurt, V. G.; Moroz, V. I.; Shklovskii, I. S.  Ionized gas and fast
electrons in the vicinity of the Earth and in interplanetary space, Planetary and Space
Science, Volume 9, Issue 1-2, p. 21-25, 1962.

•
Gringauz, K. I.; Bezrukikh, V. V.; Ozerov, V. D.; Rybchinskii, R. E. The study of
interplanetary ionized gas, high-energy electrons and corpuscular radiation of the Sun,
employing three-electrode charged particle traps on the second Soviet space rocket
Planetary and Space Science, Vol. 9, p.97, 1962.

• Interpretation of measurements done in 1959 with ion traps on lunar rockets: Third
radiation belt? No! Corpuscular streams from the Sun. Confirmation of the permanent,
but variable flux of the order of 108 cm -2 s -1 by Mariner 2  during two months in 1962
(M. Neugebauer and C.W. Snyder, 1962).

• Solar wind idea was accepted by majority only since that time (1962).



Comment on the history of science
about the solar wind

• Correct orders of magnitude for density, velocity and temperature of
the solar wind were know from observations long before the Space Era
(see e.g. Kiepenheuer, 1953).

• The opposite statement by Parker (2007) that “none of pre-Space Age
density estimates inferred from observations was correct” (pp.110-111
ibid) is in error.

• Correct estimates were not appreciated by ‘majority and authority’ in
scientific establishment at that time, but it is another story, which has
little common with real knowledge.

• The history continues…

• Kiepenheuer K.O. (1953). Solar Activity, “The Sun” Edited by Gerard P. Kuiper. Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1953, p.322

• Parker E.N. (2007). Solar wind, in Y. Kamide and A. Chian (Eds.), “Handbook of the Solar-Terrestrial Environment”,
Springer, Berlin, 2007.



What was known about the solar wind
before the works of K.I. Gringauz?

• Notions ‘Wind’, ‘Sonnenwind’ first
appeared in the German literature and were
used as synonyms to Corpuscular Streams

from the Sun.

• Cometary tails clearly indicated:
Permanent, but variable wind.

(L. Biermann, Zs. f. Ap. 1951, K.O. Kiepenheuer, 1953).



Prehistory
• Other indirect evidences: geomagnetic storms (S.

Chapman and J. Bartels), cosmic ray modulation
(Forbush effect), dynamic corona (‘Kiev school’),
evaporation (S.B. Pikel’ner), different theories of
coronal gas etc.

• Correct orders of magnitudes were known for a
long time before the Space Era (K.O. Kiepenheuer,
1953) for the wind: n~1-103  per cm3 , V~300-600
km/s, Mach number 2-3.5 ( suprathermal
expansion of corona!) but they were not accepted
by ‘majority and authority’ including S. Chapman
and many others, who argued against the
permanent coronal expansion (without sufficient
grounds…).



I.S. Shklovskii (1962) admitted existence of the interplanetary plasma in rest and not
moving from the Sun in the interplanetary space even after joint works with K.I.

Gringauz.
He did not accepted the theory of supersonic expansion given by E. Parker and wrote
about incorrect selection of integration constants (“Physics of Solar Corona”,1962,

see also the English translation of this book in 1965).



+V or –V
Breeze (wind) or accretion on the

Sun?
• Both processes are taking place, but the wind

dominates at the present stage of the evolution of
the Sun and its neighborhoods (stars and
interstellar medium).

• Proto-solar cloud was formed due to gravitation
instability from the cool dust-gas cloud in the
distant past.

• Open question: is it possible to find solar type
stars without wind or with accretion of hot corona
(Bondi)? Not excluded, probably yes.



Bondi, 1952
(Bondi, H., On spherically symmetrical accretion,

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Vol. 112, !", p.195-204, 1952)



Parker seemingly rediscovered Bondi’s model later on.
No references to Bondi (1952) by Parker (1958,

1965,…2007)



Solar Wind Origins:

Modern Status of the  Problem

• The analysis performed by Bondi (1952)
was repeated by Parker in 1958 with the
conclusion: wind.

• Bernoulli equation does not indicate the
direction of flow.

• Initial or boundary conditions are decisive.



Solar wind origin problem

• Two aspects, two main questions, both are unsolved.
• First, astrophysical question: why wind and  not accretion? Tentative

answer: because of evolutionary stage after the Hayashi phase (gravity
and contraction) or the thermonuclear burning. Global view, Sun as a
dot. Status: several works only. Not clear.

• Second, plasma physics and electrodynamics question: What are
space-time structures and processes leading to the continuous super
magnetosonic outflow from the Sun. Local view, parts of the Sun.
Status: many hundreds of papers. All needed general physics is clear
and established, but the puzzle and mosaic remains. Not clear.

• Both aspects are interrelated and coupled by nonlinear and non-local
links.







Date: 04 Jul 2003
Satellite: Ulysses

Depicts: SWOOPS solar wind plots
Copyright: D. McComas

Polar plots of solar wind speed as a function of latitude for Ulysses' first two
orbits. The solar wind speed data was obtained by the SWOOPS instrument

(Solar Wind Observations Over the Poles of the Sun). The bottom panel
shows the sunspot number over the period 1992-2003. The first orbit

occurred through the solar cycle declining phase and minimum while the
second orbit spanned solar maximum.

Both solar wind plots are plotted over solar images characteristic of solar
minimum (17 August 1996) and maximum (7 December 2000). The solar
images are composites of (from the center out): the Solar and Heliospheric

Observatory (SOHO) Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (Fe XII at 195
Å), the Mauna Loa K-coronameter (700–950 nm), and the SOHO C2 Large

Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph (white light).



Short resume (1)

• Turbulent and laminar transports of energy,
momentum and mass in the hot solar corona and at
the cooler transition region/ chromospheric levels
of the solar atmosphere finally result in the
permanent, but strongly variable
supermagnetosonic plasma outflow from the Sun:
the solar wind.  This view differs from past

laminar theories of the coronal heating and the

solar wind formation.



Short resume (2)

• Many important aspects of this general
astrophysical and plasma physical phenomenon
are known due to numerous spacecraft
measurements, as well as various remote sensing
methods. In spite of rapidly increasing information
and knowledge, there is no sufficiently deep
physical understanding of the connection between
observed phenomena, structures and parameters
on the Sun and measured properties of the solar
wind in the heliosphere.



Three important aspects

• There are three important aspects of the solar wind
origins problem that we are aimed to focus on:

• 1) overall and global solar wind flow as a stellar
phenomenon;

• 2) large-scale and long-term quasi-stationary
structure;

• 3) small-scale and transient self-organization.
• All three aspects are mutually related by

complicated non-linear couplings, which are not
well investigated and described.



Solar wind as a result of the stellar
evolution

• The Solar System and the Sun formation
processes, according to modern cosmogenic
hypotheses, started as an accretion from the
local interstellar gas-dust medium mediated
by electromagnetic fields and radiation.

• Open questions: when and how the
accretion was stopped and replaced by the
plasma outflow from the Sun?



Measured mass loss rates (per unit surface area) plotted versus X-ray surface flux (Wood et al., 2005a).
The filled and open circles are main sequence and evolved stars, respectively. For the main sequence stars
with  , mass loss appears to increase with coronal activity, so a power law has been fitted to these stars and
the shaded region is the estimated uncertainty in the fit.
The saturation line represents the maximum



Bondi’s model consideration

• The model of the steady state spherically symmetric flows of the politrope gas
in the gravity field of the central star body was first developed by Bondi
(1952). He obtained and investigated the whole family of subsonic, transsonic
and supersonic solutions of the reduced Bernoulli equation.

• The same family of Bernoulli equation solutions was used for the description
of possible inflows to the Sun - accretion (Bondi, 1952) and outflows - solar
wind (Parker, 1958).

• Dilemma. The selection between positive or negative branches for the radial
velocity can be not uniquely decided in the framework of this steady state
approach without additional hypotheses about external boundary conditions in
the interstellar medium and internal conditions on the Sun. Physical analogy:
electrons and positrons in the field theory.

• Mixed and intermittent accretion and wind regimes are easily reproduced by
the same Bondi model. Transitions between those regimes are not excluded
and possible.



Entropy considerations

• Not helpful to resolve the ‘accretion-wind’
dilemma.

• It is because of physically open system
including given star and its surroundings
should be considered.

• Entropy increases in closed physical
systems, but it could locally decrease.



Evolution considerations

• Evolving interstellar medium with stars.
• Physically open system with energy, momentum and mass flows.
• Prehistory and memory of past development bring initial conditions,

which are not known a priori from direct observations and could be
only speculated.

• Time dependence and ‘world line’ can be followed and constructed for
future development only within some accuracy. Predictability horizon
exists, but not known.

• Memory is partially lost due to dissipation. Sufficiently deep past
history is not reproducible in principle because of lost information via
radiation and mass losses from the finite volume under consideration.



Momentum conservation

• Rotation of the hypothetical cool (~ 10 K)
proto-solar cloud.

• Star activity related to differential rotation.

• Non – rotating solar type star: what about its
activity? Does sunspots and cycles exist?

• What is the role of planets?

• Examples of stars with a solar type activity,
but without planets. Known or not?



General comments

• Only finite volumes and limited time
intervals are tractable in physics.

• ‘Universe as a whole’ is not a subject for
physical considerations because it is not
based on necessary and sufficient input
information from observations.

• Knowledge is limited and will remain
limited, though increasing.



Preliminary conclusions from general and evolutionary

considerations in application to the solar wind origin

problem

• Attempts to solve the solar wind problem as the
unique situation for stars with a hot corona in a
tenuous interstellar medium are physically not
tenable.

• Two possible branches – wind and accretion are
admissible for the stars of the solar type.

• The selection between two branches is due to
evolutionary path, but not to the structure of the
stellar interiors.

• The dilemma wind/accretion de facto has one and
only one evolutionary solution.



Stars as donors and acceptors of the
interstellar gas

• The current situation in the star - interstellar gas
interaction depends on many parameters  of a star
under consideration and surrounding medium
including neighbour stars.

• If the evolutionary paths are different, stars can
serve as donors or acceptors.

• Local solution is impossible for dilemma
‘wind/accretion’.



Turbosphere around the Sun

• Up-and -down flows. Lateral motions of plasma.
• Transient  (S<<1) and quasi steady (S>>1) regimes.
• Subsonic M<<1, trans-sonic M~1 and super magnetosonic M>>1

cases. M here stays for MS, ,MA or their combinations (slow and fast
magnetosonic speeds).

• Spicules, macrospicules, jets, eruptions demonstrate confined (finite)
and infinite trajectories of moving particles in the chromosphere and
the corona.

• Solar wind originates as a tiny regular outflow superimposed on the
background of more powerful irregular (turbulent) motions. Some of
these motions are inbound and returning to the Sun, but outbound
motions dominate more and more with distance from the surface.

• Illustrations are on the next slides.



Turbopause around the Sun

• Definition.

• Turbopause is the instant surface where the
local turbulent velocity (Vturb)  is
approximately equal to the average and
regular speed of the radial plasma outflow
V.

• Below the turbopause: Vturb > V .

• Above the turbopause: V > Vturb.



Conservation Laws

mass
momentum

energy



Governing MHD equations with dissipation and radiation
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Symbolic shape of equations
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Dimensionless parameters
Name Description Role

Strouhal Time / Flight

times

Time scales

Knudsen Mean free path /

Size

Length scales

Velocity-

emission

Kinetic energy /

EM emission

Plasma density

Mach Bulk speed /

Thermal speed

Temperature

Magnetic

Mach

Bulk speed /

Alfvén speed

Magnetic field

Froude Velocity / Free

escape speed

Gravity

Faraday Potential /

Inductive

Electric field

Trieste

numbers

Inflows / Inner

flows

Openness degrees



Table 3.  Irreducible and full set of independent orthogonal 

dimensionless parameters in the ‘velocity normalised basis’  

 
Symbol  Name Formula / Definition  Signifiance  

M

 

M a c h  n u m b e r  

s
c
v

 

T e m p e r a t u r e  

Ma

 
Magnetic Mach  

(Mach – Alfvén)  

A
V
v

 

Magnetic field  and currents  

S

 

S t r o u h a l  

x
vt

 

T i m e  

Tr

 
Trieste numbers (set)  Ratio of internal and 

boundary crossing 

fluxes  

Openness degree o f the object against 

energy, momentum and mass fluxes  

Ve

 

“ V e l o c i t y - e m i s s i o n ”  !!
"

#
$$
%

&
!!
"

#
$$
%

&

radat

kin

v

x

E

E

'

 

M a s s  d e n s i t y  

Kn

 

K n u d e n  n u m b e r s  ( s e t )  

x
(

 

L e n g t h  

Fr

 

F r o u d e   

gl
v

2

 

G r a v i t y  

F

 

F a r a d a y  n u m b e r  

)*
+

+

t

A

c

1

 

E l e c t r i c  f i e l d s  a n d  c h a r g e s

!
"

#
$
%

&
!!
"

#
$$
%

&

ct

x

c

j

,

 

 

 

 



Strouhal number

• S ~ vt/L non-invariant, reference frame
dependent parameter

• S>>1 quasi-stationary flow (asymptotically
large  S values mean steady state)

• S<<1 transient flow

• S~1 intermediate regime (for example,
linear waves or small convective
perturbations)



Strouhal number (ctnd)

• S ~ Vt/L

• Quiescent prominences:

• L~ 105 km, V~ 1 km/s, t~ 106 s (many days,
a month) (life time)

• Hence, S ~ 10

• Looks like quasi-steady flows during life
time



Strouhal number (ctnd)

• S ~ vt/L

• Eruptive prominences:  for example,

• L~ 105 km, V~ 100 km/s, t ~ 1 hour

• Looks like transient phenomenon



Laminar? Turbulent?

• Number of degrees of freedom N involved
in process under consideration

• Laminar    if  N~ 1  “simple”

• Turbulent  if N>>1  “complicated”

• Reynolds number Re is not invariant for this
purpose (reference frame dependent
impressions of flow).  Because of this,

• Re >1, Re <1 is not a good  classification.



Dimensionless Faraday number F
• Ratio of inductive and potential electric fields

• F~ (j/!c) (L/ct)

where

j  -  electric current density

!  - electric charge density

L  - length

c  - velocity of light

t -  time

F>>1 inductive fields dominate

F<<1 Coulomb fields dominate " electrostatics  important!

Applications: thermonuclear fusion problem, double layers
on the Sun



Trieste numbers T

• Set of dimensionless parameters: ratios of energy,
momentum , mass fluxes inside, outside and across the
volume boundaries

• T>>1 open system

• T<<1 closed system

• T~1 intermediate case

• Important example: quiescent prominence – open system
with mass flows through it (siphon flows in loops from one
foot point to opposite foot point, blue and red shifts in
legs). It is not a magneto-static equilibrium (as generally
believed) but a quasi-steady or non-steady state with flows



Why solar flares and CMEs
originate?

• It is because of subphotospheric free energy
supply in the same, larger and smaller space-time
scales: T~1, T>>1, T<<1.

• All these regimes involved in preparation and
development

• They are non-linearly coupled

• Information and ‘signals’ from interior of the Sun
are needed to predict solar flares and CMEs



Ve number (on the Sun)

• Ratio of the energy losses via solar wind to the
losses due to electromagnetic radiation of the
corona

• Averages on time :

• Ve>>1 in coronal holes (dark regions, fast wind)

• Ve<<1 in active regions (bright loops, slow
motions)

• Ve~1 intermediate value in quiet corona



Ve number (continued)
• Ve>>1 in coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – high

loop eruptions, prominences, arcades

• Ve<<1 in solar flares – low loops, brightening,
confined motions

• Ve~1 intermediate case - both

• Typically CMEs and flares are accompanying
each other in different proportions from CME-like
to flare like situations

• Flares/CMEs: No cause/consequence relations, but
parallel energy release channels from the same
free energy sources



CONCLUSIONS

! The solar wind origin problem has only one evolutionary
solution. Suggested answers to the main questions:

! 1) Why the solar wind blows? Because of the present
evolution stage of the Sun and the lack of equilibrium on the
Sun.

! Suggested approach to a deeper understanding: time dependent models of the
evolution of the Sun with its surroundings.

! 2) How the solar wind plasma accelerated and heated? In many
different ways. Electric currents in the corona are main
drivers of the heating and acceleration of the palsma.

! Suggested approach to deeper answer: please investigate numerous MHD and kinetic
regimes and compare them with available and new measurements and observations.

! Thank you!


